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A transcription into modern tablature and musical notation of the Premier Livre de
Tablature de Guiterre by Adrian Le Roy originally published in 1551. These are
fun to play and range in difficulty from easy to intermediate.
Here are 40 lute fantasies from the Late Renaissance Lute compiled by Elias
Mertel, (1561 - 1626), who was perhaps the best known German lutenist of his
day. These pieces have been transcribed for the baritone ukulele, Renaissance
guitar, low G ukelele, and many other four-course instruments. Of course, they
may all be played on the guitar.
A very representative collection of music from the Renaissance and Baroque
periods, skillfully adapted for solo guitar from lute and piano works. This book
contains well-recognized pieces by master composers, many of which have
already become essential repertoire for the classical guitar. Compiled with the
performance skills of the beginner guitarist in mind, this collection also fulfills
repertoire requirements of the student guitarist, as well as providing valuable
exercises in sight-reading in standard notation for the more intermediate and
advanced performers.
A collection of 28 fingerstyle guitar solos and duets by fingerstyle guitarist John
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Renbourn. These solos are drawn from Medieval and Renaissance lute dance
tunes and solos. All solos are in notation and tablature. The online audio contains
17 of the solos from the book.
This book/CD series provides solos, duets and songs covering four centuries of
composers for the guitar and lute family. Taken from original sources, and
carefully fingered for the modern player, the transcriptions are as faithful as
possible to the original while at the same time offering a practical performing
score.
(Music Sales America). 61 well-known lute works from the Renaissance,
including selections from Shakespeare plays. With works by Dowland, Johnson,
King Henry VIII, and more. Beginner to Intermediate Level.
These twenty compositions are presented in the same order as they appeared in
the original work published in Paris 1554 by Le Roy et Ballard. They were
transcribed from a facsimile edition of the original manuscript and every effort has
been made to transcribe the original tablature into modern, easy to play, tablature
and notation. Although written as chansons, each of the pieces works well as
guitar or ukulele solos.
Here are 27 compositions by Domenico Bianchini from the 16th Century transcribed for
the baritone ukulele, Renaissance guitar, low G ukelele, and many other four course
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instruments. Of course, they may all be played on the guitar.
'Books on the history of the guitar are not in short supply but this one is one of the very
best... Tyler's contribution is excellent... The Guitar and Its Music will open the eyes of
those who think that the instrument is fit only for rock stars, born-again evangelists and the occasional Prime Minister.' -Anthony Pryer, Times Literary
SupplementFollowing James Tyler's earlier introduction to the history, repertory, and
playing techniques of the four- and five-course guitar (The Early Guitar, OUP 1980),
which performers and scholars of Renaissance and Baroque guitar and lute music and
classical guitarists found valuable and enlightening, this new book, written in
collaboration with Paul Sparks and incorporating the latest ideas and research, is an
authoritative guide to the history and repertory of the guitar from the Renaissance to the
dawn of the Classical era.
This collection presents 51 carefully selected examples of Renaissance and Baroque
music ranging from lute and 5-course Baroque guitar works to solo and ensemble vocal
pieces and fiddle tunes. Much of this music lies outside of the standard guitar repertoire
yet is frequently played by ensembles at Renaissance and Early Music festivals. For
this book, guitarist/musicologist Keith Calmes has tastefully arranged this splendid
music for solo classic guitar, including an outstanding downloadable companion audio
recording. Aficionados of Early Music will recognize many of the themes herein,
including the hit tunes of the day by Praetorius, Sanz, Cutting, Narvaez, and the
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anonymous composer of “Greensleeves”. Have you ever wondered which Early Music
composers inspired Joaquin Rodrigo’s concertos? Those works are in here! By
contrast, many of these pieces will sound completely new, even to lifelong guitarists.
Written in standard notation only with ample fingering, guitarists and audiences alike
will appreciate the music in this book. Includes access to online audio.
Reveals the most popular instrument in the world as it was in the age of Elizabeth I and
Shakespeare.
Playing classical guitar duets has never been so convenient. Two copies of the music
are included---one in the book and another in an easily removable insert. The
accompanying CD is mixed with the first guitar panned right and the other panned left
enabling you to play along with either part. Includes beautiful transcriptions and
arrangements of Renaissance pieces originally composed for two lutes. The music
begins at an easy level and gradually becomes more challenging as you progress
through the book. Grade level: easy to early intermediate.
A unique assortment of 40 short pieces written for soprano recorder with suggested
guitar chords. Selection include: Trouvere (Or la Truix); Estampie; La Rotta; Saltarello;
Der Neve Villancico; Basse Dance (La Volunte'); Hoboeckentanz; Der Heiligen Drei
Konige Aufzug; Polnischer Tanz; and more. A glossary and brief performance notes are
provided.
These thirty compositions were transcribed for the Renaissance guitar, guitar and for
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the baritone ukulele from a facsimile copy of Guillaume Morlaye's first book of tablature
for the guitar. Most are also playable on the soprano and tenor ukulele. The re-entrant
tuning of the ukulele does not detract at all from what would otherwise be a faithful
rendition of these compositions. Most of the pieces sound just fine and, in fact, while
testing each piece for playability and checking for mistakes, I had both my tenor and
baritone ukuleles close by my side. The music ranges from fairly easy to intermediate
skill levels. I encourage you to experiment with the ornamentation and make these
pieces your own. Have fun!

Traces the evolution and various forms of the guitar from its early ancestors in
the fourteenth century to the highly specialized electric instruments of today
As we go further into the 21st century, more and more classical guitarists wish to
play baroque and galant music in a manner reflecting stylistic understanding of
those eras. We will never know precisely how the music was played then, but can
come closer to understanding the priorities of the time. The common denominator
of music in our chosen period is rhetorical expression. Historical Performance
Practice, by bringing us closer to the essence of the music, gives us not only
more understanding but - above all - more possibilities for moving our listeners.
While striving to play in a stylistic manner, we must never forget the goal of
performance: to communicate passions and elevate the lives of our listeners. It is
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with this in mind that the present book has been written. Author: Peter Croton,
early music performer, and teacher at the world-renowned Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis as well as at the Conservatories of Basel and Bern. Cover art and
design: Johanna Croton Paul Galbraith writes:"This handbook is a distinguished
addition to the ever-expanding body of instructional literature for guitarists. In
effect, we're treated here to a guided tour through a wealth of selected historical
quotations and information, under the experienced supervision of Peter Croton,
who offers his considered opinion at every step. A highly stimulating, provocative
and educational read!" Pablo Márquez writes:"The great Hungarian pianist
György Sebök used to say that 'the first step to freedom is to make a choice.
When you have only one option then you have no choice, when you have two
options then you have a dilemma, when you have three or more options then you
start having a choice.' This new book by Peter Croton is a wonderful tool for
guitarists to become freer in negotiating Early Music's vast territory." João Carlos
Victor writes:"The popularity of baroque music among guitarists today raises the
question: how can we convey the deep meaning of this music to 21st century
audiences? Peter Croton's book is an extremely helpful guide. He not only
discusses historical sources, but also draws upon his experience as performer,
researcher and teacher. I had the privilege of studying with him for two years,
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thus personally experiencing his incredible knowledge and true commitment to
this music."
Every guitarist needs a solid collection of classical pieces to successfully perform
at weddings, private parties, restaurants, and other venues. The Huge Book of
Classical Guitar Solos in TAB is your ticket to playing any of these occasions with
ease. With over 150 solo guitar arrangements of the best-known classical pieces,
this collection features both standard music notation and TAB to make learning
the pieces quick and easy. It includes compositions from various parts of the
world and numerous periods in music history---from the Renaissance to ragtime.
With this book, you will be ready for every solo gig that comes your way.
This is the first book to publish an extensive collection of pre-Renaissance music
transcribed for guitar! Gregorian Chant melodies -- enormously popular in recent
years -- form the basis for this volume. Inside, Garno argues that this music of
the first 1500 years of Western history should no longer be ignored by guitarists.
In support, he presents copious notes along with a myriad of single and multimovement works, and concludes that such music is appropriately played on the
guitar. A pioneering work that should be in every serious guitarist's library.
Notation and tablature. Intermediate to advanced level. Includes access to online
audio.
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This book is aimed at beginner lute and guitar players interested in playing
Renaissance lute music on either instrument. Lute and guitar tablature are
included, along with notes on technique, biographies of lute composers from the
16th century, and general advice on buying, stringing and tuning a lute. The book
starts with single-line melodies, before progressing to two-part and full repertoire
pieces. Selections include works by great Renaissance composers such as John
Dowland, Francesco da Milano, Alonso Mudarra, Francesco Spinacino and
others, with music from England, Scotland, Italy, France and Germany. A useful
chord chart is also included. Every piece in the book has been recorded
fordownload by Rob MacKillop--in itself, an album worth owning. Access to the
online audio is included.
Intended for both working guitarists and those who play strictly for the enjoyment
of great music, this collection of Renaissance favorites transcribed for guitar will
add something special to any party or social gathering. Including popular pieces
such as John Dowland's "Orlando Sleepeth," "Tarleton's Riserrectione," and
"Mrs. Winter's Jump," Luis de Milán's "Pavan I" and "Pavan III," and Luis de
Narváez's "Diferencias sobre 'Guárdame las Vacas,'" this edition will provide a
repertoire of crowd-pleasing Renaissance tunes for any event. A special section
about plucked instruments of the Renaissance is included to make this book
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more useful and enjoyable to own. Titles: Canarie * A Toy * Almain * Tarleton's
Riserrectione * Orlando Sleepeth * Mrs. White's Nothing * Allemande * Mrs.
Winter's Jump * Italian Dance * Mrs. Nichol's Alman * Branle * Volte * Go From
My Window * Il Bianco Fiore * Pavan I * Diferencias sobre "Guárdame las vacas"
* Pavan III.
Playing classical guitar duets has never been so convenient. Two copies of the
music are included -- one in the book and another in an easily removable insert.
Includes beautiful transcriptions and arrangements of Renaissance pieces
originally composed for two lutes. The music begins at an easy level and
gradually becomes more challenging as you progress through the book. Grade
level: easy to early intermediate.
Mel Bay's Complete Anthology of Medieval & Renaissance Music for Guitar
This collection represents some of the finest composers of late-16th to early-17th
Century England. Compositions range in character from forlorn to whimsical and are
filled with the spirit of Renaissance England. In notation and tablature. All songs from
the book are included on the online audio.
In 1546, forty-four years after the final voyage of Christopher Columbus and while the
Spanish Conquistadors swept through the Americas, Alonso Mudarra published his
Tres libros de msica (Three Books of Music). These books, devoted primarily to music
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for the vihuela, voice and harp also contain six pieces that are described by The New
Harvard Dictionary of Music as "the earliest printed music" for the guitar. In this casethat would be the 4-course Renaissance guitar. In Guitar Music from Tres libros de
msica, George Washington University guitar instructor Eric Waters has transcribed and
edited these six selections from the original 16th century tablature. Each piece is
presented both in standard musical notation and in a modern adaptation of the original
tablature (with mensural rhythms printed above). Tablature and music are printed
separately to eliminate page turns. The companion CD for this book was recorded on a
1995 Jos Ramirez 1-A traditional concert guitar (650 mm string length), with a capo at
the third fret to better approximate the range of the Renaissance guitar and facilitate
use of the original fingering. While the Renaissance guitar was tuned proportionately
the same as the first four strings of the modern guitar (D-G-B-E low to high), the 1st
piece in the book is tuned like a 4-string version of dropped-D tuning (C-G-B-E). These
arrangements judiciously avoid the use of the 5th and 6th strings of the modern guitar
to better emulate the original Renaissance model.
Every guitarist needs a solid collection of classical pieces to successfully perform at
weddings, private parties, restaurants, and other venues. The Huge Book of Classical
Guitar Solos in TAB is your ticket to playing any of these occasions with ease. With
over 150 solo guitar arrangements of the best-known classical pieces, this collection
features both standard music notation and TAB to make learning the pieces quick and
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easy. It includes compositions from various parts of the world and numerous periods in
music history---from the Renaissance to ragtime. With over 400 pages of music, you
will be ready for every solo gig that comes your way.
The first book to cover the fascinating world of the guitar in its entirety.
Two original classical guitar suites based on Renaissance, Baroque and Classical
guitar music.
Transcribed from facsimilies of the original manuscript for guitar and ukulele here are
three songs and six Fantasias from Renaissance Spain for the intermediate to
advanced player. Although Miguel de Fuenllana wrote primarilly for the six course
vihuella, the composer specifically included these nine pieces written specifically for the
Renaissance four course guitar. These are beautiful pieces which may be played on
either the guitar or ukulele.
I am very happy that all of you are about to start a new milestone, with the learning of
"My Guitar Method book 4". We spent a few months and finally completed it. Through
this book, I hope all the learners who have just completed the beginner stage ( book 1
to book 3 ) will be able to enter the intermediate learning stage smoothly and go
through different learning experiences. In the preparation of this method, in addition to
my teaching experience, I also referred to many valuable materials and other music
teachers' views. No matter the practical skills or musical knowledge, this book will try to
meet learner's needs. Starting from book 4, the learner will be taught with the basic
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classical music styles, music structure, music ornaments, and music histories such as
the medieval period, renaissance and the baroque period, and also proceed with the
topic of "Important Guitar Technique", which were started in the book 3, hoping to
enrich learner's practical skill and theory. It is an honor to invite some excellent local
guitar composers to present their valuable works. Together with the great composers
that we are familiar with, learners will have the opportunity to learn and experience new
compositions, which will balance their repertoires and music appreciation. Finally, I
would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for their support and have
confidence in this series of guitar methods. For any weak points, we promise to
continue improving and do our best to present the best teaching materials to everyone,
thank you!
Here are seventeen fun to play pieces by Simon Gorlier transcribed from his Third book
published in 1551 for the Renaissance guitar, guitar and for the baritone ukulele.
Contains compositions for the dance during the Medieval (14th cent. ) & Renaissance
(16th cent.) eras. The selections chosen have a fast, distinctive rhythmic nature, the
one exception being Byrd's Pavan the Earl of Salisbury,Ó which captures the spirit of
Elizabethan England. Very few dance compositions have survived 600 years despite
the great popularity dancing surely had in all the classes. This book includes dance
tunes from all parts of Europe. Most of the Renaissance music is from the lute
repertoire. Also included are tunes for the Renaissance four-course guitar, vihuela, &
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the virginal. No editing changes have taken place. A CD with 27 tunes accompanies the
text.
A collection of 28 fingerstyle guitar solos and duets by fingerstyle guitarist John
Renbourn. These solos are drawn from Medieval and Renaissance lute dance tunes
and solos. All solos are in notation and tablature. the online audio contains 17 of the
solos from the book.
In 1546, forty-four years after the final voyage of Christopher Columbus and while the
Spanish Conquistadors swept through the Americas, Alonso Mudarra published his
Tres libros de música (Three Books of Music). These books, devoted primarily to music
for the vihuela, voice and harp also contain six pieces that are described by the New
Harvard Dictionary of Music as the earliest printed music for the guitar. In this case- that
would be the 4-course Renaissance guitar.In Guitar Music from Tres libros de música,
George Washington University guitar instructor Eric Waters has transcribed and edited
these six selections from the original 16th century tablature. Each piece is presented
both in standard musical notation and in a modern adaptation of the original tablature
(with mensural rhythms printed above). Tablature and music are printed separately to
eliminate page turns.The companion CD for this book was recorded on a 1995 José
Ramirez 1-A traditional concert guitar (650 mm string length), with a capo at the third
fret to better approximate the range of the Renaissance guitar and facilitate use of the
original fingering. While the Renaissance guitar was tuned proportionately the same as
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the first four strings of the modern guitar (D-G-B-E low to high), the 1st piece in the
book is tuned like a 4-string version of dropped-D tuning (C-G-B-E). These
arrangements judiciously avoid the use of the 5th and 6th strings of the modern guitar
to better emulate the original Renaissance model.
Renaissance Lute Repertoire-Lute Tablature Edition can be viewed as either a
supplement to the popular Introduction to the Lute: for Lute and Guitar Players or as a
standalone edition of 16th-century lute tablatures. Play from beautifully-typeset scores,
music by John Dowland, Francesco da Milano, Vincenzo Galilei (father of the famous
astronomer) and many others, including vihuela composers Narváez and Milán.
Together, this collection provides a beautiful and extensive overview of music for the
renaissance lute. This edition is in French lute tablature. There is a separate edition in
guitar tablature, Renaissance Lute Repertoire-Guitar Tablature Edition.
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